
drying rooms
for jellies production



The Company

The produCTs

Pinco SA is a company manufacturing drying rooms 
for soft confectionery since 1970.

Powered by the unrivalled expertise and technical 
background achieved in over 40 years, the 

company set new standards in drying of mogul 
products, helping confectionery producers 

worldwide to increase the product quality while 
improving the process, with shorter drying times, 

increased flexibility and full reliability.

In the last decade, Pinco SA had the foresight to 
anticipate the global demand to reduce the energy 

consumption in production processes, 
thus developing the first energy recovery system 

for the drying process. 

Lower energy demand means of course lower process 
costs but especially reduced pollution and better 

environment impact, for the benefit of us all.

Working side by side with our customers is a must for 
us: we are proud to support you with our expertise, 

know-how, technology and assistance for the success 
of your products.

We do not manufacture standard machinery that suit everybody: 
we manufacture the right drying room for each single customer, targeted 

at its specific needs, which are different from everyone else’s.

Quality is our guideline: from the choice of raw materials and components, to the 
final inspection of every single piece, we strive to offer you only the best. 

Our product range includes:

Palletising systems for the dry 
products collected from the oil  
or sugar drums with single-box 
weight control

Laboratory drying rooms to 
develop drying profiles for new 
products or to test existing ones

Cooling tunnel 
for enrobed products

Ozone systems for Clean-In-Place  
(CIP) applications

Automatic transport systems to 
transfer pallets from the mogul 
line into the drying room and back, 
through rails or Automatic Guided 
Vehicles (AGV)

Drying rooms for any kind of mogul 
product, from gelatine to starch-based, 
from fondant to marshmallow



Characterised by sturdy construction, a self-standing structure and sandwiched panels to guarantee 
easy installation and perfect insulation without energy loss, our drying rooms provide perfect airfl ow 
distribution over all trays, resulting in constant quality for each pallet loaded.

The length of the drying room varies according to the products characteristics, the loading time and the 
space availability. The standard width can accommodate three double pallets or two triple pallets, even 
with Jumbo mogul lines confi gurations.

dryInG rooms

A vertical rolling door, also fully insulated and 
remote controlled by the operator, provides
space-savings design as well as easy loading / 
unloading operations. Versions with doors at both 
ends, for high effi ciency plants requiring FIFO 
process and AGVs for pallet movements, or with an 
intermediate door, for fast-start-process products 
such as vitamin supplements, are also available.

At the top of the drying room, the modular fully 
insulated ventilation systems, including fi lters, 
cooling and heating devices and fans, are installed. 
The optional energy recovery system is also 
eventually installed in this area and can drastically 
reduce the need for energy on hot cycles. For 
production plants located in high humidity areas, a 
dehumidifi cation system can be integrated in line 
with the fresh air intake.

The very high effi ciency of the airfl ow guarantees 
the maximum removal of the humidity that the 
product releases, thus lowering the humidity levels 
into the starch for improved drying effect and 
lower resort to using the starch dryer, with further 
consistent energy savings.

Cycle programs can be fully customised through 
the on-board PLC display with user-friendly HM 
interface: all process parameters can be set for a 
smooth and precise control of the conditions of 
product and starch. A dedicated personal computer 
provides graphic visualisation and storage of every 
process run for quality control and traceability and 
allows for technical remote assistance.

An ozone system for CIP applications is also 
available for the complete sanitation of the drying 
room and improved hygienic standards.



Full insulation
with high-density 

rock wool

Energy recovery 
system for savings 

up to 50%

Suitable for 
any mogul product

Ventilators class 
IE3 with frequency 
controller for high 
energy effi ciency

Length up to
30 meters

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Humidity control 
system for the fresh 

air intake

Heating by
hot water or steam

Internal available 
height according 
to pallet stacks

Variable cycle 
times depending on 
products to process



Length according 
to product 

requirements

Rails system 
fi xed speed 

at 82 mm/second

CooLInG TunneLs For enroBed produCTs

This cooling tunnel for enrobed products provides 
fast drying for all products that need enrobing 
with chocolate or sugar glaze: gelatine, pectin, 
marshmallow, fondant and toffee can all undergo 
a quick process to create the outer skin before 
moving to the next step.

The tunnel includes the pre-cooling section, 
with controlled air and temperature conditions, 
the cooling section, with fi lters, heat exchanger, 
ventilators, temperature and humidity probes, 
and an unloading section, for the collection of 
the pallets that completed the process. Internal 
rolling doors between sections guarantee 
that the inside conditions are kept anytime. 
Safety barriers with optical sensors for muting 
during loading and unloading operations are also 
provided.

Inside the unit, pallets move onto rails with 
a hydraulic pulling system at fi xed speed. 
Once a position is available, the fi rst available 
pallet moves in and all others behind it move 
accordingly so that new pallets can be loaded.

The whole structure, including the ventilation 
and the ducts system, is also fully insulated with
high-density rock wool. The wall and roof 
sandwiched panels guarantee easy and fast 
installation.

Thanks to the on-board PLC with touch-screen 
display, the operator can set all parameters and 
have full control over the entire process.

Loading and unloading operations can optionally 
be performed by a shuttle system or AGVs.

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Full insulation
with high-density 

rock wool

Internal available 
height according 
to pallet stacks



Battery range up to 
8~10 hours

Max speed up to 
1 meter per second

Direction change 
time < 10 seconds

auTomaTIC TransporT sysTem 
For moGuL paLLeTs
Developed thanks to the wide experience in drying rooms, the automatic transport system for mogul 
pallets brings high effi ciency production plants to even highest levels of automation.

The system is based on one or more automatic guided vehicles (AGV) that pick up the pallet with trays 
at the exit of the mogul line. If needed, a turning station can turn the pallet 90° to allow its correct 
positioning for pick up.

The AGV moves orthogonally thanks to small rails embedded in the fl oor. The changing of the moving 
direction takes less than 10 seconds and ensures the maximum precision in positioning the pallets even in 
plants with several drying rooms, regardless of the high presence of starch dust in the environment.

The lack of fi xed transport structures inside the drying rooms allows easy cleaning of the area and 
therefore higher hygienic standards.

An integrated control system supervises the transfer of pallets from the mogul line to the drying rooms 
(loading) and back (unloading), with full fl exibility and easy control through the supervision software 
with graphic interface.

As an alternative to the AGV system, we can eventually provide rails to move pallets inside the drying 
rooms. Loading and unloading are provided by shuttles moving orthogonally.

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Automatic 
positioning for the 

replacement
of the battery

Suitable for triple 
pallets for standard 

or Jumbo trays 
up to 2500 kg



15 stored 
programs, each 

including 6 steps

Suitable for 
all products 

deposited into 
starch moulds

Capacity up to 12 
mogul trays, size 

820x400 mm

Humidity range 
from 30% to 60%

On-board control 
panel with PLC

Graphic 
display and 
recording of 

all parameters 
on the on-board 

personal 
computer

Simple controls
for full process

fl exibility

The collection of finished products from the drum after the mogul 
line is mainly made manually by operators, with the problem of 
unstable and non-controlled quantity of product in each container.

Our system is designed to accurately control this process by checking 
the amount of jellies in each plastic box with a 20-gram margin. The 
plastic box is then automatically piled up on the pallet, thus reducing 
operators costs and offering a very fast machinery payback.

The system includes a vibrating buffer station that collects jellies 
from the mogul output belt, a weighing point to precisely define 
the quantity of jellies to be loaded in the box, a deposit station, a 
box transport system and the robot for boxes palletising. The same 
robot collects the empty boxes to feed the line. An optional camera 
vision control to remove the wrong colour product from the loaded 
box is also available.

The system can be designed according to the factory layout and 
with two or more pallets in buffer position. The only tasks for the 
operator are the feeding of the pallet with the empty boxes and 
the moving of the filled one to the storage area. A report label can 
be printed and stuck on each single pallet showing the product 
description, the date and the total weight or it can be stored in a 
database for future reference.

paLLeTIsInG sysTem

LaBoraTory dryInG room

This laboratory unit is the ideal solution to test the drying cycles 
for new recipes, to develop new curing profi les or to evaluate the 
production time savings that can be achieved by using our full-size 
drying rooms.

Suitable for small batches of product, it guarantees the maximum 
fl exibility for all drying parameters thanks to the built-in heating, 
dehumidifi cation and cooling devices, as well as the control of the 
air fl ow through every step of the cycle.

The operator can adjust every single parameter and control 
the whole process through the on-board PLC: all details and 
data about the cycle are graphically displayed and stored on a 
personal computer, thus guaranteeing a detailed tracking history 
for quality analysis and verifi cations.

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Full stainless 
steel construction 
for high hygienic 
standards, easy 

cleaning and low 
maintenance

Easy manual 
tray loading 
and removal

Temperature range 
from 18 to 70 °C



Pinco SA - Via Pra Mag, 9 - 6862 Rancate (Switzerland)
Phone: +41 91 6400800 Vat: CHE•354535700 IVA

info@pinco-sa.com
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